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START OF TRANSCRIPT

Thanks for downloading a 3cr podcast 3cr is an independent Community radio station based in Melbourne, Australia. We need your
financial support to keep going go to www.irs.gov org dot EU for more information and to donate online now stay tuned for your three
see our podcast.

Panoply Panorama panpipe pansy aha pansexual knowing no boundaries of sex or gender sound interesting then join Sally on
Sundays at noon for out of the pan. All those gender questions making you think too hard whether it's transgender bisexual
polyamorous or Beyond will throw those questions into the pan and cook up the answers for you. So go on push that gender
envelope only on 3cr.

5:00 a.m. Digital and 3cr Dot org dot a you

Real the promises of democracy now is the time now is the time.

To make Justice a reality for All God's Children. Let us not seek to satisfy our thirst for Freedom by drinking from the cup of bitterness
and hatred we must not allow us to generate into physical violence again, and again, we must run.

Rise to the heights of meeting physical force with soul

I am not unmindful. Some of you have come here out of great trials and tribulations. Some of you have come fresh from narrow jail.

Some of you have come from a quest for freedom.

Left you've got a policy staggered by The Winds of police brutality. You have been created.

We will be able to Hew out of the Mountain of Despair a stone of Hope with this Faith you will be able to transform the jangling
discords of our nation into a beautiful with this we will be able to work together to pray together to struggle together.

A great nation. This must become true. So Let Freedom Ring Let Freedom Ring.

Telephone

Free CR 855 am 3cr Digital 3cr Dot org dot a you and 3cr On Demand out of the pan with Sally first broadcasting noon till 1:00 every
Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company 3cr proudly broadcasts from the lands of the orangery people of the kulin Nations, and
we pay respects to Elder's past present and emerging and hello to any Aboriginal and or Torres Strait Islander people tuning into the
show from which

Land you are on and acknowledging that all the lands were stolen and never seeded and that also there's a lot of language in this
show. Most of it that is more of a western or Anglo-Saxon nature and that of course there have been all sorts of people on this big

island on the lands there on and the silence surrounding including cyst and some land sister girls and brother boys who have been
expressing their gender in an authentic way.

Tens of thousands of years there's lots of way to get in touch with this show. If I had the well modern means of communication if it
communicates effectively it is valid the modern means that we're using you can email out of the pan 855 at gmail.com. You can SMS
six one four five six seven one seven five 1215 that number again six one four, five, six, seven, five one two and five you can tweet
at

Gold said so and that's the bottom line and you can look for posts on Facebook on my page Sally Gardner am or at out of the pan 3cr
855 am Melbourne. Remember any opinions on the program are strictly my own and there will be a Content warning today for
mention of sexual violence in the context of the ongoing. Well, I'm not really sure what to call it Saga almost seems too kind in Federal
in the Parliament House workplace.

So if you do need to sort of contact support, you could call 1-800 1845 274 Q life including switchboard in Victoria and Tasmania,
and that number is of course Nick linked nationally to Rainbow friendly counseling services for any issues of Family Violence. You
can Victoria you can call one eight hundred five for 2847 opened up today with the track. I have a dream written by Martin Luther
King.

Put to music by totally gorgeous from their album last year Gordon the ACT. I love it. Nothing like a good pun to get the day going and
well it is a show that is important and this time of year. It is trans day of visibility on 31st of March and once again was awesome last
week biased as I might be to have two wonderful guests in but also the whole binary Buster's broadcast, which you can now look for
on 3 C ARS page at three co.org. Die you all the show

Shows now have podcasts with that fabulous thing called a trans script which is really important and you can make sure that you can
get it all get it all wherever you are in the world at any time from now on it was just caught most of the shows. I've still got a bit of
catching up to do but make sure that you enjoy them all but of course that was done in this month, I will should say

Thanks to the Victorian state governments festivals fund as part of Department of Premier and cabinet in the lead-up to trans day
visibility 31st of March. What is the day about I call it trans awesomeness day because I think it is trans people are awesome. I
declare total objectivity in that a no conflict of interest whatsoever. And as Wikipedia says, it's an annual event occurring on 31st of
March dedicated to celebrating Transit.

Transgender people and raising awareness of discrimination faced by trans people worldwide as well of their contributions to society
now, that's a really good point and some people might say, hang on isn't there a day November? Yes, there is the very important
trans day of remembrance, but sometimes that is seen as a bit solemn and that sort of thing. So this is why this day came about in
2009. Thanks to Rachel Crandall in Michigan and sort of there was no sir.

Bryson as Wikipedia says did not acknowledge and celebrate living members of the trans community and there's been all sorts of
trans day of visibility things going on and I think it's really important we do that. I mean lots of communities of All Sorts have important
days on their calendar now Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have days like naidoc week and those sorts of things the
Jewish Community have important religious occasions, but also other things probably communities if

Which I don't know about and they have days and I think it's good to have a day where you can just really really be happy and safe
and proud to be yourself. It is very very important. So that's first of all why we have it the question then arises so to speak Earth, you
know sort of what else you know is Tate of about it is a chance and there's still time it's still three days to get organized if you if you
are in a working week situation.

Can hit the office Monday morning and perhaps do something have a discussion at morning tea or over lunch run a quick event on
my vocal cords warmed up. I've got a few things happening on the day, which I'm really excited about not so much public events, but
it is really important that you recognize that and for lots of reasons trans people needing affirmation and visibility still we're coming
along it's going sort of Kinder in the right direction.

Although we know that there are problems. I'm going to mention one in a minute. So just be ready for a small content morning beyond
the sexual violence stuff. And so we need that celebration and of course trans people have been around for a long time. There's all
sorts of trans people throughout history arranging there's been all sorts of ways to do gender identity and gender expression all over
the world since time began many cultural backgrounds. Of course, he's real in South what's now called South age de hey,

- Ian Samoa to Spirit in the Americas is a great resource. I would hate at which I might pop in the links under the posts on Facebook
and pop in on on the tweet Twitter feed as well for the show. It's a PB and put out by the Public Broadcasting Service in America,
which is the PBS interactive gender map and you can just pop that into your search engine and up it comes.

First up 11th of August 2015 a map of gender diverse cultures and you can click on the map and find out about it. Let's do this now
sort of like an Interactive Learning we will go don't know much about perhaps Nigeria where we have the me know or benigne had all
female Regiment of female warriors though unmarried and childless women are thought to have masculine or aggressive traits.
There we go. So you can

This in lots of ways. There's sort of two spirit as I say in the Americas. Let's try someone else somewhere else. We don't know about
that comes up the spot scoffs scoffs key in Russia. So that's interesting as well all sorts of places. Well, I'm not sure about entails
going to say every continent not sure about Antarctica though sort of we'll get into those gay Penguins or something.

That point seriously very very important that we acknowledge All Peoples and you know that of course, they're sort of I'm being that
all over the world since time began. We need to celebrate that to it is good to see huge amount of intersectionality now in t-table
events. There are a few over the roughly the 24 hours that you can access publicly which is kind of good up in Ballarat first of all
there.

The event speak which is sold out if you're in person, but I now understand now can share the good news that it will be live streamed
and I'm just trying to bring that up in my Facebook sort of thread and it's not coming up in in a hurry, of course when you want it and
that's live radio people of all genders. There's also one on a darebin and I'll try to get one.

Come on Yara, but if there are ones in your local area drop me a line through all the means of communication. So trance day of
visibility is really really important the trans people to promote trans inclusion in workplaces and good practice there in in service
provision of all sorts and life in general and how it's a chance for Trans people to discuss. Hey, here are some good tips. If you're a
cisgender person he is how you be an ally and look sometimes you've got to say the same thing.

Few times because you reaching new people. I'm fine with that. You know, the more people who listened in the ripples spread, let's
do it. So it really is the big day if you've got something on whether it's just a private one in your workplace or whether it's a more
public opened public top of event drop me a line and let me know sort of what's going on in your world. Okay, well on a different note
so to speak I got pulled.

Put in touch this week with a recording that that emerged by a young man by the name of Tom Glover who's here in Melbourne. And
Tom is an independent guitarist and composer from these lands and put out an EP last year in the midst of the pandemic. I'm keeping
busy during lockdown and all I can say is if you

Like Instrumental guitar music of the electric but type you're going to love this but even if you don't I think you're going to love it. This
is just awesome. It's from Tom's EP peace and more and instrumental rock guitar EP full of emotion and color you can listen on
Spotify YouTube and others love the artwork on the on the front to give some credits for that. But let's have a listen now to the a track
from it it is the track is

The opening track on the EP and it is called actually it's a second track. It's called The Finger Dance permission to play a guitar along
with this permission granted 3cr 855 am 3cr Digital 3cr Dot org dot EU and 3cr on-demand out of the pen.

We're talking about ecological thinning and subsidized learning but we basically mean the same thing. So we're here wherever there
are chemical corporations around the world. They're constantly trying to chip away at regulations as manners bringing your
environmental and social justice stories from development in government and Industry to the campaigns and communities that are
standing up to them Earth matters plays at 11 a.m. Sunday.

6:30 a.m. Wednesday, turn your dial 2855 am or listen online at 3 c r dot org dot a you while the headlines have subsided the nuclear
power plant is still not under control with the spent fuel rods removed from only one out of four reactors law needs to change so that
our rights can be recognized. So that decisions in relation to the use and exploitation of their lands is out.

We've got a common enemy the same government that locks up these refugees just behind us here at the Park Hotel is the same
government that's going for our rights trying to attack the very limited gains that commercials have and so when Union activist take
up the cause of refugees among their fellow workers. It's not an act of Charity. It's about building Workers United self-defense
mechanism understanding that we're all part of the same battle.

Subscribe to 3cr in 2021 feed radical radio subscribe today go to 3cr dot org dot a you forward slash subscribe or call the Station on 9
4 1983 double seven.

3 CR 855 am 3ci Digital 3 see out Tha Dogg w3c our on-demand out of the pan with Sally first broadcasting noon to 1:00 every
Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company. We heard a message therefore Earth matters, which runs from 11 to 11:30 Sunday,
and I forgot to thank the fabulous crew from out of the blue diving deep for the Marine use as they do every Sunday from 11:30 to a
moon and a good time to mention as well that Frank

One till two freedoms species this week and then in psyckadeli ER followed by clearing the air and the sort of someday laid-back
lineup music thus far on the show Once Again from totally gorgeous opened the show today with from Gordon the act with I have a
dream and we just heard from an EP that at this point. I'm only aware is on Spotify. But if you go to Tom Glover music.com, do you
you'll find out about Tom really a guitar affection are do

Oh, there's a tab on the website mentioning the guitars about them such as the even up I burn a is Jim jr. And which is played by
Steve Vine. There's a bit of stevia in Toms playing there. There's the Epiphone Les Paul as well, which I think is a Mark Knopfler
favorite. You've got a squire Affinity strapped and there's an SX base and a Valencia classical. So all the guitars are there. I've got to
say the artwork for Toms EP

Is lovely I'm not sure he did it. I believe it might be Tom, but I'm happy to sit stand or stand on my head corrected. They're really really
good. Peace and war is the EP download it as as per Spotify and all the rest. You can also get it on iTunes YouTube and Google we
play Hello to Jackie who's listening in and to Pepper or fabulous assistance dog?

And great to have you with us. Hello dog. Once again to everyone listening in and yeah, and I've had Pops that gender map up on the
Facebook posts and in the Twitter thread for today comment on the show if you will. Well, we're sort of I hate to say it. We're almost
going from the sublime to the ridiculous here after the wonderful playing mentioning of teed off and playing guitar. Well gender still
seems so far behind in Parliament House.

And I haven't commented on this for a few weeks, but it really just seems to just when you think it couldn't go any lower it does and
it's quite appalling. I'm not going to go into the proverbial horrendous sordid details so to speak but you know, we've heard all the
stories that have emerged and what it seems now is that there's been talk of and I better start raising content warnings up again here
content warnings for so-called gay orgy. So now there

Trying to shift the blame onto gay men a bit. Are they know that let's just say that approach has no crackling or credibility either or
both or neither or non-binary Alternatives. Seriously. No, it does not and it just really has to look at this is an interesting thing that I'll
take for this show that males sometimes there was a stereotype in it might still be there but gay men were all caring sharing
effeminate enough. I could relive I'm going to be

Really big inverted commas, horrible stereotype. They're all hairdressers. No, they're not there are masculine gay men and that's fine
too. But there are also some highly misogynistic gay men and now they're being played men who behave just disrespectfully
regardless of sexuality and I think it's really sad that they've behaved that way. No one's excusing it but let's not use that behavior of
any gay men in Parliament as diversion tactic from the real issue that it is a male Bastion and we see this a lot now in sought to some
extent in

Society now particularly saying particularly more in a Melbourne in a Sydney the bigger capital cities where gay men, you know, it's
sort of like, oh, what's the big deal now in say corporate settings, you'll you're in the in club, but unfortunately rather than to use an
analogy holding the door open for others to follow where the women of any sexual orientation trans and gender diverse people and
so on they've got inside the in club there in club, they have assimilated and shut the door after them in some cases and that's not
really good enough at all.

And so still work to do there and but the behavior is just sort of and I was staggered to find out that Federal Parliament as a workplace
is exempt from the sex Discrimination Act. This had been a conundrum that I'd been having over the last month or so as all these all
the stories. We're breaking how on Earth could that not happen? Well, certainly not exempt from criminal law in terms of the
allegations. I have to say that I made by

He didn't and if those allegations were proven true, then we've got real problems. But it is obvious that that exemption is creating that
culture. There's no will say self-regulation. And this is why we need you know, foreign laws for all sorts of discrimination harassment

vilification. Just got to stop and frankly, you know, I just can't see now why this happens that some people might say well, hang on if
you have

Sex discrimination laws will people will he be able to debate things in Parliament? Well, they can do that regardless of every law they
have parliamentary privilege what's said on the floor of the houses of Parliament isn't subject to things like defamation. So yes, there
can be debate. It can still be done respectful and doesn't need to be sexist homophobic biphobic transphobic anything else. But
yeah, it's, you know, sort of surely once you get off.

Out you get into the offices around the two chambers of parliament. Why should that be the same? It's just a touch. That's a
workplace. And so surely there's a way of working out how to do that. I'm given that as far as I'm aware. This cultures don't seem to
be there doesn't seem to be exemption safe from state anti-discrimination law for the Victorian Parliament. Why is it the same? Why
isn't the same surely the way that can work it out. And so it's I have to say it's no wonder we've seen

We've only progressed at the well, not sort of, you know, a very slow pace in terms of progressing women in Parliament. I have to say
also though, I went to the March for justice. It's nearly two. It's two weeks ago tomorrow here in Melbourne and I felt uplifted now as
someone who doesn't like big crowds of people and all that sort of thing for various reasons. I was a bit wary, but I was with the good
people from

Demonstrate services and queer space which was awesome. They're always lovely to be with good to catch up with them. It's the
first time we've sort of done anything, of course in a year as well. What a way to get back to it and I was blown away by the crowd. I
mean, I'm not good at estimating crowds outside of an arena type of setting. I mean if you've got an arena and you know, its
maximum capacity is say a hundred thousand like the MC genius think think it's half-full will do you say 50,000 but it seemed much
bigger than five or even ten.

Thousand of Treasury Gardens we were doing dry humor jokes on the way as we left the rally about about you know, sort of the
police will I will cause always underestimate or overwhelmingly underestimate left it left wing rallies. So there are some who are
saying they'll be three. There were three people there in denim overalls. No not true. There were lots. And this is the serious thing.
There are people of all ages all backgrounds full were who's as we're talking trans day visibility.

To a to ivory from IV. Sorry from Drummond Street who spoke as a young trans montecore iveco Peru. I'm to be precise and she's a
19-year old Mary transwoman night with the words. I believe she used although they were bit of sound system issues going on here
is there is a poster actually on her Facebook page and so many people who spoke.

On that day just incredible stuff and so really really important that we get that unfortunate. There are issues with the sound system.
We can get all the speeches but the atmosphere was huge and it just seemed very big. I mean overhead shots of Treasury Gardens
looked 75% packed so really really vital that that happens but it's a as has been discussed. How do we keep momentum going? This
is my concern on this will there be just

Bit of a sort of boiling pot and rather than sort of energy being funneled. Will it just boil over and sort of fizzle out? I don't know now as
the accusations keep tumbling out, you know, it does look like there's got to be some change at least at Federal Parliament House,
but it needs to be more and this of course, I don't often do outright political comment on this show, but the absolute debacle that as it
turned out was Scott Morrison's press conference on Tuesday.

I got Facebook message by someone just as it started saying Scott Morrison doing a mere culpa and June in and all that sort of thing.
And you know, the first few minutes seemed possibly quite reasonable and then the moment he turns it into a attack the media. It's
like you've completely blown it. So, you know, I'm not going to get into the political implications of that there certainly are probably
some but that's not my concern.

I just want everyone to be valued and respected in workplaces. The fact that we should even be debating at a workplace health and
safety issue for any workplace or workplaces is not good enough and I just we've got to keep this on track and I don't want it to get
you know politics into this in any way and so there's really some issues that need.

Sorting out here, but it's about how we keep the momentum going and it needs to keep going so that everyone is safe and valued
and respected and get on with the job as effectively as possible in a workplace. That's ultimately what we need. Welcome your
thoughts on what's happening on this issue.

And someone has SMS Dean and I'm it's John. Yeah, I'm not read this out. You know, exactly sorry Sally but you live in a bubble.

Unfortunately, this one have an impact on the next election just like Daniel Andrews failure with the hotel quarantine. This will be the
same with Scotty from Marketing in terms of the end result. People forget John. Well look John, I don't know if I live in a bubble. I'm
not I didn't say all the way that would have an impact.

I hope it, you know, we can hope that it does and it's going to take in impetus to do it. I agree with you totally though that people have
short memories in this day of an over day and age of overcrowded news cycles. And I mean, let's face it if it comes to, you know the
at the state election with Daniel Andrews and people who wish to continue to recover from his injuries, if it comes to that people might
start going off on the other side it say Tim Smith.

But will it have a political impact? I don't look John, you know, I don't know. We know I think that there is a your statement is
reasonable. I can happily agree to disagree with it if I have to and I agree in some part, but whether it will make an impact. I don't
really know, you know sort of whether your average voter will care but it's going to be up to people all sorts of proverbial average
voters of kept issues on the agenda over time. I mean there has been a steady shift for example and attitudes

January 26 all sorts of issues of started from nowhere and I mean even issues that affect your average Suburban citizen, I mean 50
years ago. Let's look at something it was considered in big big big big big big big big inverted commas cool and inverted commas to
drink and drive and you can go drive home smashed. Of course. We are hope that it's only a tiny minority who would do that now and
certainly not intentionally and because they think it is in inverted commas call so

So yeah set attitudes can change it's just whether the energy can be harnessed. But if it isn't, I'd agree with you a hundred percent
there John as to whether it will happening and got to say hi to Jackie and pepper who are listening in hello to you the you to Pepper. I
hope you're behaving yourself that you are a very well-behaved assistance dog. Hello to people who need assistance and other sorts
of supportive animals in their life as part of diverse Humanity.

All right, let's have some more music, huh. I received a long-delayed gift voucher during the week and decided to go spend some of it
at a music store and I discovered that I had missed Colin Hay album from a few years ago, and I've only got halfway through this at
this point, but I'm already loving it. It's an album called Fierce Mercy now, that's a good I honestly did not plan to play play this track
with after the segment on the federal Parliament situation with that in mind, but

Maybe that's what we need or what everyone needs. And here's the opening track off the album from 2017 by Colin Hay the tracks
called come tumbling down 3 CR 855 am 3cr Digital 3cr Dot org dot EU and 3cr On Demand out of the pan with Sally.

Drop the coin in the wishing. Well, it's a long time.

Kick up dust as it was on mine.

Tracy I 855 am 3ci Digital 3cr Dot org dot a you'ii see our on-demand out of the pan with Sally first broadcasting noon until one every
Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company. And well, let's have we just had sorry Colin Hay from the 2017 release vs. Mercy come
Tumblin down featured musicians there Jeff bobko on accordion.

And Allison Brown on Banjo and also some vocals by Max Merit form of the media was but Max sadly passed away in 2025.
Obviously following that album will not before that's not quite easy to do that's not too easy to do. Well what else has been things
things? What are happening? Well, the other thing I went to a lovely event on Thursday got to give big high and big

Shout out to globe globe Melbourne Globe Victoria. I believe it now is I will just sort of update myself there 25 years of habits can
have their moments of change. The website is certainly Globe Victoria.com Globe originally was the acronym for gays and lesbians
of business and Enterprise, but we'll just say rainbow networking and I went to a lovely event which is of course becoming a bit of a
well.

A but drum that I'm betting a little it was a quick Spotlight on queer women in leadership and was quite awesome for many reasons.
First of all good to be out in a boot again. Always nice to be in a space with queer women as someone who's had to fight for my right
to gender. So to speak and be who I truly am, you know that it's just was lovely to be back and people looking a bit latnok. I'll try that
evening dress.

Me better be looking a bit Schmick. Obviously, I had to take the track edex off. So to speak and three wonderful panelists Jennifer
Gray whose CEO of zoos, Victoria, Virginia love it. Who's CEO of The Comedy Festival and mine. I hope that former now sadly

former AFL W player who left it behind for well.

Sad reasons that we know of sort of ties into our previous segment the sexism that she endured and also some homophobia. So
some great discussion there and there was some good points that in my mind came came up also in my best sort of

And police squad voice Frank. The Pate still is exquisite check out that episode The Butler did it which is one of the names of the
episode but that's another story. Let us drop of something and I have to say it's wish there. We were on the 28th floor of the crown
Metropol looking out at the view. That's me champagne taste in a minimum wage or something like that and there was some

Great quotes, I think invest in your reputation and you've got to do the right investment. Of course lot of federal parliamentarians don't
seem to be investing in the right way at the moment. Someone else said, why was I so fearful and well, you know, well women and
queer people and queer women can do that and stay true to yourself. That's the best advice I've ever heard one of my favorite
musicians who play a lot on the shown as one of my woman. I truly admire Wendy rule fabulous musician.

Once said speak your own speak your own truth. Sorry. It's my favorite quote of mine and I'll bring it up but it was about you know,
speaking your own truth sort of because no one else can in a way and I don't think that happens often enough. So yeah, you've got to
be able to do that to sort of be yourself and some people won't like it. Well, that's really unfortunate and then

Mcmahon said on the after the revelation of the higher power in WWE. But you know, that's the way the cookie crumbles. So, yeah,
really wonderful night good to be out and about again and well done to Globe. They said that there could be more tweaking that's fair
enough. You know, it's the first time that I think they've done an event of that nature and I think that in that life there can be yes
Wendy rule it was he said speak your own truth.

And of course one of my favorites is from an American Civil Rights activist and I believe the pronunciation is Maggie Kuhn speak,
which in short form is speak, even if your voice trembles and I think that's really needed as well. So yeah a really good night good to
have things out and of course Midsummer is getting underway very soon in terms of things. What are coming up the festival launch
we also

Happened in the last couple of weeks good to see lots of things going on there. I mean, it's obviously a bit shorter and condensed
starts on the 19th of April. So over the next couple of weeks, we'll start mentioning some of the events the fing things what are
happening as I like to call it and goes through the 25th of May and then of course, we've got Pride March in Idaho, but at the end of
Idaho, but week on the the Sunday the 23rd of May

It's going to be a bit smaller this year in terms of marching numbers, but I think it's now gone up to 24 age group rather than
previously 10. So that's very welcome to see and yours truly will be there. So yeah very welcome to have that. All right, what else is
happening today? As I said, I went to the music store during the week and also picked up another one that I missed a few years ago
Adam Carvey and Becky.

Cole to Australian country singers sort of get together to do Duets a lot in this was Volume 2 from 2017 and well, it's karaoke time
because we're having a bit of fun for them in front of teed off today. Whichever gender you are take whichever part you want and do
the song made famous originally sung by Kenny Rogers and Dolly Parton, but here's Adam Harvey and Becky calls version of
Islands in the Stream 3 C R8

Five am 3cr digital three co.org. Do you and 3cr On Demand out of the pan with Sally baby when I met you there was peace
unknown. I sit up to get you with a fine-tooth comb. I was soft inside there was something going on.

Hang on.

You do something to me that I can't explain hold me closer and I feel no pain every bit of my heart. We got something going on can
do love this one. It requires a dedication all this love. We feel needs no conversation we ride.

Together making love with each other in the street. That is what we are know. How can we be wrong sail away with me to another
world and we rely on each other from one another.

I can't live without you with the love was gone. Everything is nothing if you got no one but that won't happen to assume we got no too
deep.

Got no way. This could be the year for the real thing no more. Will you cry baby? We start making each other.

That is what we are. No one in between. How can we be wrong sail away with me to another world and we rely on each other.

What we are no one in between. How can we be wrong? And we rely on each other?

That is what we are. No one in its way.

From every corner of the land womankind women on the line a current affairs programme devoted to women's voices covering A
diversity of women's interests and hearing women's perspectives on current affairs. It's militant, please erosion of Human Rights
leads directly and inevitably to erosion of human security. We do not accept the denial of our right because the right to have

Say over our country is our life women on the line tune in on Mondays at 8:30 a.m. And Wednesdays at 6 a.m. On three see our
community radio 855 am and streaming live at 3cr dot org dot a you

There's kind of a lot of a lot of things that are coming up to the floor at the moment as well particularly in terms of the way that we
imagine for example essential work and also sort of essential community life or essential caregiving and how those are those function
if we think about sort of the Way That We Are Family often takes very very sort of different forms and very, you know, important and
meaningful forms that often don't match the picture of normative Hatchery.

Many of family life but how so many of the of the affordances of the restrictions or the kind of the government governmental sort of
imagining of the way that we should live and what we need to live and what we need to survive really is shaped around
heteronormativity, you know, it's around the family life in the suburb as opposed to many, you know, single individuals who have
shared queer family both sexual and Community connections that sustain them and that kind of give them give them life and give
them

Um, give them sort of energy and comfort and Safety and Security and support you are listening to 3C our community radio a flyby
am on digital and online 3cr radical radio.

3c. I'd 5 5 a.m. 3cr Digital 3cr Dot org dot Tau and 3cr On Demand out of the pan with Sally first broadcasting noon till 1:00 every
Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company. Just about out of time on the show today had a message in an email from Molina who's
listening from a cafe. Hope the coffee is good or we can be beverage diverse t bovril hot chocolate. Whatever it is. I'm Elena's.

It Josh frydenberg has just announced so that Andrew lambing who's been part of the federal Parliament stuff in a way has is
resigning at the next election. It is making an impact and I'm quoting here. John is wrong in this instance. It denigrates our reputation
as voters. Globally now, that's the interfere Point again. You can agree to disagree or partially agree or something on that one. It's
said reasonably. So I'm with you there Molina. I think this has been making a lot of global coverage around the around media around
the world.

And and so it's not good for for our look and it was interesting to note that it's not impossible to do stuff. Joe Biden's turned to being to
look, you know far more Progressive than I think we would have thought so can't why can't we do the same regardless of who of who
or whom is in government? So yeah things coming up in the next week to note as I say a few tea-table events. There's the speak one
on Tuesday night a young aide Arab and one on Wednesday.

Not quite find the button if there is one in Yara, I'll try to update on that as the post come in. And of course daylight savings ends next
weekend. So we'll be back to Eastern Standard time for the show next week adjust your listening habits accordingly accordingly A
fifth or something like that. So yeah, we will make sure that

You know, but you're aware of that one. What else and yeah as a sole source to get my little mitts on something to do with it's
summer. I'm not sure if there's a printed guide this year. I think probably to cut costs there's probably and environmentally valuable.

There's probably there's an online Excel spreadsheet you can download all if you're a spreadsheet geek you'll love that. I'm
salivating. Oh said the account or something like that. I said salivating

So let's said it's not federal Parliament here in any way better get out of here and my wife of freedom of species. Not sure what they're
cooking up in their pen today. But of course it'll be certainly won't it'll be vegetarian and vegan, of course and thanks to once again to
them for their constant support of out of the pan. They're doing some great radio there. They did a great special on leadership in
animal communities a few weeks ago check out their podcast. It really is people have been to look at this issue.

Ooh of leadership in community and social justice settings and how people are doing it or not doing it. So really important that we look
at that. I'll take it out today though. We have a little bit of Neil Young and well have a great week rocking along $40 of and well,
hopefully your life is reasonably friend. You'll be rocking in the Free World. Thanks for tuning in to out of the pan today. Thanks to our
listeners who have messaged to acknowledge Jackie John.

And Molina, I'm Sally Gardner catcher next week.
END OF TRANSCRIPT
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